Analysis of the topology of ubiquitin chains.
The small protein ubiquitin and its multiple polymers are encountered free in cells and as post-translational modifications on all proteins. Different polyubiquitin three dimensional structures are shown to correlate uniquely with different cellular functions as part of the diverse ubiquitin signaling. At the same time, this multiplicity of structures provides serious challenges to the analytical biochemist. Globally applicable strategies are presented here for the analyses of polyubiquitins and of ubiquitinated proteins, which take advantage of the speed, specificity and sensitivity of top-down tandem mass spectrometry. Particular attention is given to the supervised interpretation of fragmentation as revealed in the MS/MS spectra of these branched proteins. The strategy is compatible with any MS activation technology, is applicable to all polyubiquitin linkage and chain types, can be extended to ubiquitin-like proteins, and will be compatible with and enhanced by continuing advances in LC-MS/MS instrumentation and interpretation software.